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Green Umbrella® ColorFlashTM is part of our
colorant system meeting Architectural Concrete design professionals versatile product
demands for an interior concrete colorant.
ColorFlash basic use is a Subsurface Interior
Pigmented-Salt Colorant. Used in applications where acid stains were specified but
where a translucent, quick-application rich
color is desired.
Ideal for interior, vertical or horizontal Decorative Concrete Applications such as retail
spaces & showrooms, restaurants, offices,
lobby areas, museums, municipalities,
airports, hospitals, schools, fire-stations or
wherever indoor concrete surfaces are maintained.
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Green Umbrella® ColorFlash™ is an interior, subsurface, translucent, ph neutral, non-acid, solvent-based concrete colorant.
Introduced into any abrasively profiled concrete surface for color that is vibrant and crisp. The
powdered salt-pigment formulation produces a unique color option for architectural
concrete. Mixed with VOC-exempt, non-acid, Acetone as a carrying agent, ColorFlash™ introduces the colorant into the concrete as “Quick as a Flash”. The quick-to-dry surface cuts
downtime during installation, making it the right choice for color patterns and logos. Choose
from more than twenty solid colors to produce a beautiful, mottled appearance. Apply a
single S.O.L.O.™1 application for a translucent mottled appearance dyed concrete surface, or
layer it and combine for endless color possibilities. It is critical to Protect ColorFlash™ from
CUT TO THE CHASE
oxidation with CrossOver™ densifiers such as DryShield™ and colorguard Shield & Enhance™
to prevent color loss. ColorFlash™ changes any bare concrete canvas into a work of art!
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“Green Umbrella’s architectural concrete floors provide a solid, durable surface with a versatile
surface-design options such as aggregate exposure, surface appearance and color. Providing a more
sustainable option by elimination of off-gassing, providing highly reflective surfaces if desired and the
longest product lifecycle of conventional floors. Additional benefits are lowering lighting, heating,
and cooling costs and reducing construction waste. Architectural concrete floors are also economical
with reduced construction downtime, a lower initial and maintenance cost and provide an immediate
value-engineered design. An element of DESIGN that is versatile, sustainable and economical”
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